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Year and 
a half of 

styling with 
5 blades1

OneBlade

45
minutes
run time

Unique OneBlade Technology
Fast moving cutter powers 
through even the longest hair

Dual protection system 
Glide coating and rounded tips 
are designed to protect your skin

Dual-sided blade 
lets you create perfect 
edges and sharp lines

Not too close for a 
comfortable shave

Gives an even trim 
from 1 to 5 mm

Store your 
favorite 

stubble comb

Clip on your
stubble comb,
skin guard or
body comb

Closing strap,
simple 

and secure

philips.com/onebladephilips.com/oneblade

100-240 V 
50/60 Hz

4222 041 1054.1

Trim, edge and shave 
any length of hair
Designed to cut hair, not skin

*For best shaving experience, 
replace blade every 4 months 
based on 2 shaves per week
1. 2 original blades + 3 extra blades

Philips Consumer Lifestyle B.V.
Tussendiepen 4
9206 AD Drachten
The Netherlands

Made in Indonesia 
Designed in Netherlands

This packaging is made of at 
least 90% recycled material

QP2620/65

Store and protect your OneBlade and 
favorite stubble comb whilst on the go

Trim Edge Shave

For a smooth shave 
on larger areas

For extra protection 
on sensitive areas

Gives an easy trim 
in any direction

Body

Face

Rechargeable 
battery 
charge for 
8 hours and 
it’s ready for 45 
minutes of use

Wet & dry
Use wet or dry, 
with or without 
foam, even in 
the shower

5 blades
Get a year and 
half of styling with 
3 extra blades*

3 click-on 
stubble combs
For the perfect 
stubble, 3 lenghts: 
1, 3 and 5 mm

Click-on 
skin guard
For sensitive 
areas

Click-on 
body comb
Easily trim in 
any direction
(3 mm)

UK 2-pin
bathroom plug

ShaveShaveGuardGuardTrimTrim

QP2620

Trim, edge and shave 
any length of hair 
Trim, edge and shave 
any length of hair 

Body
Face+

Wet & dry

5 Total 
blades

+
travel case

3 stubble combs

5 Blades

Body comb

8-hour 
charge


